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THE SPECIFIER–HEAD RELATIONSHIP: NEGATION AND FRENCH SUBJECT PROFORMS

By P AU L R O W LETT
University of Salford

1. IN TR O D U C TIO N

This article 1 and the three others in this them atic collection are about heads and specifiers, the
relationship between them , and how this relationship can change over tim e. A them e which em erges
is the notion that the spec(ifier)–head relationship is cyclic, in other words, the synchronic relationship
between the head and its specifier within a given phrase in a given language can be characterised as
a location at a particular point on a cycle, while the diachronic developm ent of the relationship can be
seen as a directional stepwise shift around that cycle. The article is organised as follows: Section 2
introduces the theoretical fram ework. Section 3.1 sketches a well known diachronic phenom enon —
the history of sentential negation — which readily lends itself to an analysis in term s of a cyclic
spec–head relationship, and shows how the stages in the cycle have been characterised theoretically.
Section 3.2 considers another set of data — pre- and postverbal subject proform s in French — which
is sim ilarly suitable for such an approach. Section 4, finally, introduces the three other contributions to
the collection.

1. My interest in the topic of the spec(ifier)–head relationship stem s from work I com pleted a decade
ago on negation in French (Rowlett 1998: ch. 3). The idea for this them atic issue of TPhS cam e after
initial consideration of broad theoretical issues which form ed the basis of a paper delivered to PhilSoc
in Feb 2001. This article has benefited from com m ents from that and other audiences, from com m ents
from David W illis who read a pre-final draft, and from feedback from anonym ous reviewers of an
earlier article (Rowlett 2002); I would like to record m y thanks here for this feedback. For those parts
of this article which are drawn from Rowlett (2007a), produced with the support of a Research Leave
Grant from the Arts and Hum anities Research Council, thanks go to Adam Ledgeway, who provided
extensive useful feedback on an early draft.

2. T H EO RETIC AL

B AC K GR OU N D

This article and the others in this collection are couched m ore or less explicitly within recent
Chom skyan syntactic theory (see Chom sky 2000 for an overview). 2 The configurational use of the
term specifier is as old a XN theory itself, going back at least as far as Chom sky (1970) and Jackendoff
(1977). W hile there is som e disagreem ent over the precise definition of specifier (see below and, for
exam ple, Cann 1999), and whether a theory of syntax needs to recognise specifiers (see, for exam ple,
Corm ack 1999), it is intuitively clear what is behind the notion in syntactic term s, and phrasal
constituents of various kinds are com m only deem ed to ‘function as the specifier of’ a head, within a
structure defined m ore or less locally (see Adger et al. 1999a for background discussion), as in (1), in
which YP is the specifier of XE/XN:

(1)

XP
3
YP

XN
3
XE

ZP

In (1) YP com bines with (a projection of) XE, either by Merge or by Move, whereby the relationship
between YP and XE/XN is functionally, if not configurationally, asym m etric: YP is a dependant/
argum ent and XE/XN is a head/functor, and YP crucially satisfies a requirem ent expressed by a feature
of XE/XN. If the requirem ents expressed by the features of XE/XN can be satisfied without recourse to a
specifier, then no specifier will appear (Rowlett 2002). Thus, the presence and nature of YP are
determ ined by the features of XE/XN (rather than the other way round). Merge and Move differ with
respect to whether YP is a syntactic object which exists independently of XN (Merge), or (the copy of) a
subpart of XN (Move) instead. YP or XE m ay be non-overt. The form al m echanism relating YP and

2. The structural com plexity assum ed in m inim alist syntax is exploited only to the extent that it
illum inates the discussion. W here the intricacies of exploded IP and CP are irrelevant, I use the labels
IN FL

and

COM P.
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XE/XN is checking, based on com patibility between features of YP and those of XE/XN (Rowlett 1998:
111), a notion which supersedes m ere spec–head agreem ent. 3 Further, spec–head checking is the
only checking relationship between a head and a phrase, the head–com p(lem ent) relationship (as
between XE and ZP in (1)) now being regarded as secondary to the head-to-head checking
configuration.
Not all scholars have been prepared to accept a configurational definition of syntactic specifier.
Hoekstra (1991), for exam ple, rejects such an approach. For him , there is an unwelcom e redundancy
between the configurational definition of specifier (the specifier of XE/XN is the YP sister of XN) and a
second definition of specifier, based on the notion of agreem ent (the specifier of XE/XN is the YP
‘agreeing’ with XE/XN). Given that spec–head checking (whether based on agreem ent or com patibility)
is needed for independent reasons, Hoekstra (p. 24) rem oves the redundancy by abandoning the
configurational notion of specifier, relying uniquely on agreem ent instead: ‘A specifier is an adjunct
which agrees with the head.’ Thus, specifiers are assim ilated to adjuncts in being sisters of XP.
Specifiers differ from adjuncts in respect of their relationship with XE/XN: specifiers agree with XE/XN
(YP in (2)); adjuncts do not (ZP in (2)).

(2)

Specifiers versus adjuncts:

XP
w o
ZP

XP

!

3

(Adjunct)

YP i

XP

!

2

(Specifier)

XE i

...

3. Feature com patibility between heads and specifiers is a notion taken up by Cann (1999). One a
priori plausible alternative m echanism by which the features of a head and its specifier m ight
contribute to the interpretation of the phrase is unification (see, for exam ple, Cann 1999: 25). This
would m ean that heads and specifiers have equal status within phrases, and is therefore at odds with
the notion of an asym m etric relationship between the two.
3

For m y purposes, Hoekstra’s issue is irrelevant. W hat survives — and what is im portant here — is
that, one way or another, the specifier can be defined.4

3. C YCLIC

SPEC – HEAD R ELATION SHIPS

An im portant insight into the relationship between a head and its specifier, one which is relevant to the
notion of cyclicity, stem s from recent work by Cinque (1999, 2006) on the structure of the clause
above VP. The em pirical basis of Cinque (1999) is a num ber of cross-linguistically sturdy
generalisations regarding the clause-internal linear order of m em bers of various classes of higher
adverbial. Cinque derives these word-order generalisations from properties of UG, and does so in two
stages. First, he suggests that the adverbials each have the interpretation they do because they check
a particular functional feature, borne by the verb, and that, to do this, they m erge, within an ‘exploded’
IP above VP, as the specifier of an FE to which the verb bearing the functional feature m oves, either
overtly or covertly:

(3)

FP
3
Spec
g
Adverbial

FN
fi
FE

VP

Second, Cinque concludes that the order in which the functional features are checked on FE heads
above VP (and, therefore, the order in which the adverbials are m erged as specifiers) is determ ined by
UG, and therefore invariant:

(4)

MoodP speech act > MoodP evaluative > MoodP evidential > Mod(ality)P epistemic > T(ense)P (Past) >
TP (Future) > MoodP irrealis > ModP alethic > Asp(ect)P habitual > AspP delayed > AspP predispositional >

4. Duffield (1999: 127) talks of ‘a distinguished, usually peripheral, phrasal position uniquely related to
som e subjacent head H through agreem ent, predication, or (indirectly through) selection.’
4

AspP repetitive(I) > AspP frequentative(I) > ModP volitional > AspP celerative(I) > TP (Anterior) > AspP terminative >
AspP continuative(I) > AspP perfect > AspP retrospective > AspP proximative > AspP durative > AspP progressive >
AspP prospective > AspP inceptive(I) > ModP obligation > ModP ability > AspP frustrative/success > ModP permission/ability >
AspP conative > AspP completive(I) > VoiceP > PerceptionP > CausativeP > AspP inceptive(II) >
(AspP continuative(II)) > AndativeP > AspP celerative(II) > AspP inceptive(II) > AspP completive(II) > AspP repetitive(II) >
AspP frequentative(II) (Cinque 2006: 12, 76, 82, 93)

Cinque (2006) extends the em pirical coverage from higher adverbials to inflectional
m orphem es,5 and identifies a num ber of sim ilarly sturdy cross-linguistic ordering generalisations. He
accounts for the ordering patterns of the m orphem es by suggesting that each one checks, on FE
heads within the exploded IP above VP, a m em ber of the sam e set of functional features as the
adverbials. Thus, the ordering patterns of the m orphem es are accounted for, for free, on the back of
the analysis of the ordering patterns of the adverbials, nam ely, the hierarchy in (4).
The relevance for the spec–head relationship of Cinque’s exploded IP as described above
relates to the notion that the gram m atical purpose of each IP-internal FE and SpecFP is to check a
functional feature borne by the lexical verb. They differ in respect of whether checking is based on a
head-to-head or a spec–head configuration. Cross-linguistic variation relates to whether responsibility
for checking a given functional feature on V is borne exclusively by a head, borne exclusively by a
specifier, or shared between the two. And diachronic variation within languages relates to how the
locus of this responsibility shifts over tim e. The idea behind the notion of a cyclic spec–head
relationship is that these shifts are not random ; rather, they are directional, the superficial
m anifestation of two contrasting underlying processes:

(a) m orpho-syntactic strengthening, whereby the value of a pragm atically unm arked
functional head m orphem e com es to be reinforced by co-occurrence, initially optionally
but later increasingly system atically, with an additional em phatic phrasal elem ent; and

5. Cinque (2006) also includes ‘restructuring’ verbs in his analysis of the exploded IP. See Rowlett
(2007b) for im plem entation of Cinque’s m odel of restructuring verbs in French.
5

(b) (initially) sem antic weakening, whereby the once em phatic phrasal elem ent loses its
m arked pragm atics, and later weakens phono-m orpho-syntactically by
gram m aticalisation as a head, and eventual loss altogether.

Interaction between these two contrasting processes is driven by a desire to com m unicate effectively,
and leads to a diachronic pattern of developm ent which m ight be described as a directional spiral
chain.6 The following two subsections illustrate the phenom enon with two exam ples, and couch the
em pirical details within the theoretical fram ework set out above.

3.1. Sentential negation

Probably the best known exam ple of a cyclic diachronic phenom enon which lends itself to a
spec–head analysis is the pattern of sentential negation noted in Jespersen (1924: 335–6), illustrated
in the history of English and French in (5) and (6):

(5)

English
a. he ne secgeþ

(‘Classical’ Old English)

b. he ne seiþ

not

(Middle English)

c.

he

not

(Late Middle English 6 late seventeenth century)

d.

he

e.

he

does

not say

(Fifteenth century 6 present)

f.

he

does

n’t say

(±1600 6 present)

says

not says

(Early fifteenth centry 6 second half of eighteenth century)

6. The notion that the diachrony of the spec–head relationship is directional is relevant to suggestions,
such as the one reported in section 3.1 of Lucas (2007, this volum e), that languages m ight m ove
backwards within the cycle.
6

(6)

French
a. jeo ne di

(6 1600)
(1600 6 1700)

b. je ne dis (pas)
c.

je ne dis pas

(Standard written French)

d. je (ne) dis pas

(Standard spoken French)

e. je
I

dis pas
NEG

say

(Colloquial French)

NEG

‘I don’t say.’

The diachronic pattern illustrated in (5) and (6) is known as Jespersen’s Cycle.7 In fact, Jespersen’s
Cycle in French can be traced back further still within Latin:

(7)

a. *ne
b. ne . . . unum ( NEG . . . not-even-one)
c.

non

Using the French exam ple for illustration, negation is m arked using a negative head alone in (6a); in
(6b, c) the negative head is first optionally and later increasingly system atically reinforced with a
phrasal negator; by (6d, e) the phrasal negator has inherited the m antel of the prim ary negator and the
head negator is optionally but increasingly system atically om itted. The next step in the cycle —
gram m aticalisation of the phrasal negator as head negator in the sam e way as the Latin adverbial
negator

NON

was reanalysed as the head ne — does not yet appear to have happened in French

(contra the suggestion in Moritz and Valois 1994: 679 fn 12), but m ay well have occurred in som e
French-lexifier creoles (DeGraff 1993). In contrast, the phonological weakening of English not to n’t,
and its com patibility with subject–auxiliary inversion, can readily be accounted for in term s of
gram m aticalisation as a head (Zwicky and Pullum 1983).

7. For detailed discussion of the specifics of the developm ents illustrated in (5) and (6), as well as
references to other treatm ents, see Rowlett (1998: ch. 3). Jespersen’s Cycle in Arabic and Berber is
the topic of Lucas (2007, this volum e).
7

W illis (2004) (looking at the history of negation in W elsh) and Roberts (2007: ch. 1) (looking at
French) analyse Jespersen’s Cycle in the following theoretical term s:

(a) in (6a) the head negator, ne, bears an interpretable negative-polarity feature which
suffices to negate the clause; no specifier is needed or realised;
(b) unsurprisingly, (6b) represents a period of transition/variability across speakers as
the innovated phrasal negator, m inim iser pas ‘step’, shifts from being an optional and
pragm atically m arked reinforcem ent (of still fully negative ne), with no negative feature
(but possibly som e weak NPI/operator feature, thereby accounting for its need to be
licensed) to being integrated within the negation system as a strong NPI (and therefore
still needing to be licensed) with an uninterpretable negative-polarity feature;8
(c) stage (6c) represents the stable end point of this transition;
(d) once again, (6d) represents a transitional stage as the phrasal negator pas splits into
two item s, the innovative one having an interpretable negative-polarity feature (indicating
that it is now pas that licenses ne rather than vice versa), whereby innovative pas is
used increasingly frequently, and the erstwhile prim ary negator ne consequently com es
to bear an uninterpretable negative-polarity feature, appears optionally and increasingly
rarely;
(e) stage (6e) represents the logical end of the weakening of ne as it is lost altogether.

In the next stage in the developm ent the adverbial negative m arker pas is predicted to gram m aticalise
as a head, as it has in creoles and as non previously did before it weakened to ne in French.

3.2. French personal proforms

The syntax of pre- and postverbal personal proform s in m odern French presents another set of
phenom ena suitable for analysis in term s of steps within a cyclic spec–head relationship. In unm arked

8. This stage in the developm ent arguably reflects a shift from contrary to contradictory negation
(Schapansky 2002).
8

French the set of non-clitic independent personal proform s in (8a) contrasts with the (partially
isom orphic) set of subject proform s in (8b), which are phonologically, m orphologically and syntactically
dependent on a host:

1S G

2S G

3 SG .M

a.

m oi

toi

lui

b.

je

tu

il

3 SG .F

1 PL

2 PL

elle

nous

vous

3 PL .M

3 PL .F

(8)
eux

elles

ils

The non-clitics in (8a) can appear in canonical subject position, where they often m ark contrastive
focus, as in the exam ples in (9), taken from the Internet:

(9)

a. Elle aim e toujours son ex m ais lui veut épouser une fille vierge pour faire bonne figure
devant sa fam ille.
‘She still loves her ex but he wants to m arry a virgin in order to save face with his fam ily.’
b. Au fait Charles est de retour alors que moi vais repartir m ardi m atin.
‘By the way C. is back but I’m leaving Tuesday m orning.’
c.

Je ne le sais pas, m ais eux doivent le savoir.
‘I don’t know, but they should know.’

d. Si tes proches refusent de com prendre alors c’est dom m age pour eux m ais toi vas vivre ta
vie et j’espère que tu trouveras l’am our que j’ai trouvé.
‘If your friends and fam ily refuse to understand, it’s too bad for them , but you are going to
live your life, and I hope you find the love that I have found.’

In each of the exam ples in (9), the highlighted non-clitic can be replaced by the corresponding (nonfocal) subject proform in (8b), as in (10):

(10)

a. . . . m ais il veut . . .
b. . . . alors que je vais . . .
c.

. . . m ais ils doivent . . .

9

d. . . . m ais tu vas . . .
a–d: = (9a–d), m odulo the contrastive focus

However, in addition to the pragm atic difference, the non-clitics and the subject proform s are not
syntactically equivalent either. Like regular nom inal subjects, the non-clitics in canonical subject
position in (9) can be separated from the finite verb by parenthetical m aterial, as in (11):

(11)

a.

. . . m ais lui, pour être honnête, veut . . .

‘ . . . but he, to be honest, wants . . . ’

b.

. . . alors que m oi, pour te dire, vais . . .

‘ . . . but I, let m e tell you, am going to . . . ’

c.

. . . m ais eux, nom de dieu, doivent . . .

‘ . . . but they, for Christ’s sake, should . . . ’

d.

. . . m ais toi, j’imagine, vas . . .

‘ . . . but you, I im agine, are going to . . . ’

In contrast, the subject proform s in (10) cannot, as shown in (12):

(12)

a. *. . . m ais il, pour être honnête, veut . . .
b. *. . . alors que je, pour te dire, vais . . .
c.

*. . . m ais ils, nom de dieu, doivent . . .

d. *. . . m ais tu, j’im agine, vas . . .

The ungram m aticality of the exam ples in (12), and the contrast with (11), illustrates the lack of
independence referred to above on the part of subject proform s in French. This lack of independence
is standardly analysed as follows:

(a) like strong (pro)nom inal subjects, subject proform s m erge in the them atic VPinternal subject position;
(b) again like strong (pro)nom inal subjects, subject proform s raise to the canonical
subject position to check the nom inal feature of the finiteness head and to allow
subject–verb agreem ent;
(c) finally, and crucially unlike strong (pro)nom inal subjects, subject proform s cliticise

10

post-syntactically (i.e., within the phonology) onto the finite verb which has raised to

IN FL .

It is because of stage (c) of the derivation that the judgem ents in (11) differ from those in (12); since
non-clitics, by definition, do not cliticise, intervention of a parenthetical between the canonical subject
position and the finite verb is unproblem atic (see footnote 9).
The reason why cliticisation of the subject proform s is deem ed to be post-syntactic is that these
proform s can be ellipsed in co-ordinate structures, as in (13):

(13)

Je t’aim e et (je) veux t’épouser.
I you-love and I want you-marry
‘I love you and (I) want to m arry you.’

The possibility of ellipsis with subject proform s contrasts with the impossibility of ellipsis with nonsubject clitics, as shown in (14), which are deem ed to be syntactic clitics:

(14)

a. Marie le voit et *(l’)entend.
M. him sees and him-hears
‘M. can see him and hear him .’
b.

Marc lui téléphone et *(lui) écrit souvent.
M. to-her phones and to-her writes often
‘M. phones her and writes to her often.’

Thus, while the non-clitics in (8a) sit in the canonical subject position in (11),9 the subject proform s in
(8b) phonologically cliticise from this position onto the finite verb, a weakening which represents

9. The text discussion of (11) ignores the issue raised by the idea of a parenthetical intervening
between a specifier and its head. It m ay be necessary to conclude that the focal subject raises to a
higher specifier position within Rizzi’s exploded CP (Rizzi 1997), in which case the parenthetical would
not need to attach to an interm ediate projection. Of course, on Hoekstra’s analysis of specifiers (see
(2) above), no problem arises.
11

m ovem ent to the following step around the spec–head cycle.
W hile it is not m orphologically plausible to suggest that, in every case, the subject proform s in
(8b) develop diachronically from the non-clitics in (8a), the extensive isom orphy between (8a) and (8b)
suggests that the notion does m ake sense in a num ber of cases, and even where it does not, the two
sets of proform s can be thought of as sitting at two adjacent positions within a spec–head cycle. Such
a suggestion im plies that the subject proform s in (8b) once had the phono-m orpho-syntactic
independence enjoyed by the non-clitics in (8a) and illustrated in (11). Evidence that this is the case
com es, for exam ple, from fossilised uses such as (15), where the subject proform je is separated from
the finite verb by an appositive phrase:10

(15)

Je, soussigné, certifie par la présente renoncer au rem boursem ent.
I undersigned certify by the present renounce to-the reimbursement
‘I, the undersigned, do hereby declare that I forego reim bursem ent.’

So m uch for the situation in unm arked French with respect to non-clitic and subject proform s,
and their analysis in term s of a spec–head cycle. There is empirical evidence that, in som e m arked
varieties of French, subject proform s have m oved a step further around the cycle of the spec–head
relationship. The data com e from the phenom enon of subject doubling, illustrated in (16a): 11

(16)

a. Mon chat il dort tout le tem ps.

b. Mon chat, il dort tout le tem ps.

my cat he sleeps all the time

my cat he sleeps all the time

‘My cat sleeps all the tim e.’

‘My cat, he sleeps all the tim e.’

In (16a), an exam ple of subject doubling, a nom inal subject (here, mon chat ‘m y cat’) co-occurs with a
subject proform (here, il ‘he’). The exam ple in (16a) is superficially very sim ilar to the exam ple of
subject (clitic) left dislocation (LD) in (16b). However, subject doubling is crucially different from

10. I am grateful to Adam Ledgeway for drawing m y attention to such exam ples.
11. The discussion of subject doubling is drawn from Rowlett (2007a: 137–8).
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subject LD, and the following differences are identified in Ontario French by Nadasdi (1995): 12

(a) doubled subjects do not have the characteristic prosody of LDed subjects (perceptual
prom inence, with rising intonation and final syllable lengthening within the LDed phrase and
falling intonation on the rest of the clause — see Rowlett 2007a: 174 fn 38);
(b) unlike their LDed counterparts doubled, subjects are incom patible with contrastive/em phatic
stress;
(c) doubled subjects allow liaison, while LDed subjects do not; and,
(d) doubled subjects follow non-selected left-clause-peripheral m aterial, while LDed subjects
precede such m aterial.

In Picard, Auger (2003b, 1994: 22) found additionally that indefinite subjects, which are incom patible
with LD because LD involves topicalisation (see below), were nevertheless com patible with doubling,
as in (17):

(17)

a. Personne il m ’aim e.

b. Tout le monde il se baignait là-bas.

nobody he me-likes

all the world he self bathed there

‘Nobody likes m e.’

‘Everyone was bathing there.’

(Picard)

Taken together, these differences suggest strongly that subject doubling is not the sam e as subject
LD.
Subject LD like (16b) is standardly analysed (see Rowlett 2007a: sec. 5.3.1) as involving: (a)
clause-external m erger of the LDed nom inal; and (b) a binding relationship between the LDed nom inal
and the clause-internal subject. Nothing further needs to be said about the internal clause structure.
Given the differences between subject doubling and subject LD, Roberge (1990) and Auger (1994)
argue that, rather than m erging clause-externally, the nom inal subject in subject-doubling contexts like
(16a) m erges clause-internally. They suggest that it is the subject and that it behaves accordingly: it

12. Subject doubling is also found in Picard (Coveney 2003, Auger 2003a) and Maghreb French
(Queffélec 2000: 790).
13

m erges in VP and raises to the canonical subject position. This m eans, of course, that the subject
proform in subject doubling is not the ‘real’ subject and cannot therefore be analysed as such. Instead
of m erging VP internally, raising to the canonical subject position and phonologically cliticising onto the
finite verb, it is suggested that, in subject doubling, the subject proform has been reanalysed, first as
an affix, then as a m ere agreem ent m arker, realised directly on

IN FL ,

m uch as in the case of Northern

Italian dialects (see Polletto 2000 and De Cat 2002: 38 for references). The nom inal and pronom inal
‘subjects’ in preverbal position in exam ples of subject doubling therefore occupy specifier and head
positions, respectively. Thus, in subject-doubling varieties of French, we can think of the preverbal
subject proform s as having m oved one step further around the cycle of the spec–head relationship:

(18)

a. non-clitic proform s (exam ples (8a) and (9)): raise to the canonical subject position;
b. preverbal subject proform s in unm arked French (exam ples (8b) and (10)): raise to the
canonical subject position and phonologically cliticise onto the finite verb in
c.

IN FL ;

preverbal subject ‘proform s’ in subject-doubling varieties (exam ples (16a) and (17)):
m erged as affixes or agreem ent m arkers directly on

IN FL ,

that is, part of verbal m orphology.

I turn now to what are traditionally described as inverted personal proform s, and see that, here
too, there is evidence of a shift around the spec–head cycle.13 ‘Inverted’ subject proform s in French
occur in pronom inal inversion (PI; also known as subject-clitic inversion) and com plex inversion (CI),
illustrated in (19a) and (19b), respectively:

(19)

a.

Est-il parti?

(PI)

b.

Jean est-il parti?

is-he left

J. is-he left

‘Did he leave?’

‘Did J. leave?’

Given that uninverted finite verbs in French raise to

IN FL

(CI)

(Em onds 1978, Pollock 1989), it is tem pting to

approach the inversion illustrated in (19a) in term s of further raising of the finite verb to

COM P,

along

the lines of subject–auxiliary inversion in English. The attraction of the m ovem ent-to- C O M P approach to

13. The discussion of inversion is drawn from Rowlett (2007a: 201–9).
14

inversion is that it relates inversion to operator m ovem ent: both target the low

COMP

area since this is

the m inim al dom ain in which an operator (for exam ple, a (non-subject) wh phrase, possibly non-overt)
and a finite verb can achieve the spec–head configuration needed for feature checking. Analyses
along these lines have been proposed for French inversion by Rizzi & Roberts (1989), Cardinaletti &
Roberts (2002) and Cardinaletti (2004) (see also Jones 1999). Such approaches im m ediately account
for the postverbal position of -il in (19a). On the assum ption that il raises to the canonical subject
position but is too weak to rem ain there (see above), rather than phonologically cliticising rightwards, it
instead incorporates onto the inverted verb on the left.
However, things are not so straightforward, and we see below that perhaps a m ore satisfactory
analysis of the postverbal elem ent -il in (19a) is as an affix which m erges directly on

IN FL ,

along the

lines of what we saw above for subject doubling. There are a num ber of problem s with the sim ple
m ovem ent-to- C O M P analysis of PI. First, it fails to account for CI, illustrated in (19b), in which an
‘inverted’ pronom inal subject co-occurs with a preverbal nom inal subject. (If postverbal -il is the
subject, what is the preverbal nom inal?) This is unfortunate since PI and CI have near identical
distributions and a parallel approach is attractive.
Second, m ovem ent to

(20)

COMP

fails to account for the ungram m aticality of (20):

*Est-Jean/lui parti?
is-J/him left

If inversion is m ovem ent to

COM P,

why should it not be possible around a strong (pro)nom inal subject?

Third, a m ovem ent-to- C O M P analysis fails to explain why preverbal subject proform s do not
system atically have phonologically predictable postverbal counterparts. For exam ple, ce and je —
pronounced [sc] and [¥c] before consonant-initial verbs, [s] and [¥] before vowel-initial ones due to
elision — are either im possible in postverbal position, as in (21b) and (22b), or else are pronounced [s]
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and [¥], as in (23), possibly involving a phonological m odification to the verb, as in (24c) and (25c):14

(21)

a. ce furent

b. *furent-ce

this was

(22)

a.

je prends

was-this

b.

I take

(23)

a. était-ce [etes]

take-I

b.

was-this

(24)

a. je peux [¥cpø]

a.

je trouve [tuv]

sais-je [se¥]
know-I

b. *peux-je

I can

(25)

*prends-je

c.

can-I

b.

I find

puis-je [pwi¥]15
can-I

*trouve-je

c.

find-I

†trouvé-je [tuve¥]

(† = archaic)

find-I

The postverbal counterparts of the vowel-initial subject proform s appear with epenthetic [t] when the
verb is phonologically vowel final, as in (26):

(26)

a.

il trouva [iltuva]
he found

b.

*trouva-il [tuvail]
found-he

c.

trouva-t-il [tuvatil]
found-he

14. Cf. some northern Italian dialects, where pre- and postverbal subject proform s are distinguished
form ally:
(i)

a. El vien.

b. Vien-lo?

(Paduan, Zanuttini 2001: 525 (25))

he comes

comes-he

‘He’s com ing.’

‘Is he com ing?’

15. The ‘uninverted’ form , je puis, is an archaic/literary alternative to je peux.
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In one case, the subject proform ça ‘that’, clearly a clitic given its availability as a resum ptive proform
in dislocation structures like (27), is categorically excluded from postverbal position, as shown in (28):

(27)

Les voisins, ça boit.
the neighbours that drinks
‘The neighbours like their alcohol.’

(28)

*Quand (les voisins) va-ça arrêter de boire?
when the neighbours goes-that stop of drink
‘W hen are the neighbours/they going to stop drinking?’

The inverted equivalent of ça is il ‘he/it’:

(29)

a.

Cela, ça te gêne.

b. Cela te gêne-t-il?

that that you disturbs

that you disturbs-it

‘That disturbs you.’

‘Does that disturb you?’

Sim ilarly, l’on, the high-register alternative to on ‘one, we’, is excluded from PI:

(30)

a. Voit-on loin?

b. *Voit-l’on loin?

see-one far

see-one far

‘Can you see far?’

In short, the irregularity of PI sits ill with a sim ple m ovem ent-to- C O M P analysis.
Finally, the m ovem ent-to- C O M P analysis of PI suggests an unfortunate account of the -ti/-tu
elem ents which m ark yes–no interrogatives in som e varieties of French, as illustrated in (31) and (32):
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(31)

(32)

a.

Le déjeuner est-tu prêt?

b. Tu l’as-tu battu?

(Québécois)

the dinner is-tu ready

you him-have-tu beaten

‘Is dinner ready?’

‘Did you beat him ?’

(Goosse 2000: 116) 16

Vous en avez-ti des m oins chers?
you of-that have-ti of.the less expensive
‘Do you have any that are less expensive?’

The form of (31) and (32) — together with the fact that these are exam ples of interrogatives —
suggests that -ti/-tu should be analysed like the postverbal subject proform s found in PI/CI. Under the
m ovem ent-to- C O M P analysis, this would m ean that -ti/-tu m erge in VP, raise to the canonical subject
position and then, instead of phonologically procliticising rightward onto
the finite verb which has raised from

IN FL

to

COM P.

IN FL ,

incorporate leftward into

However, this derivation is im plausible for two

reasons: first, -ti/-tu are m orphologically invariant; second, they never occur in preverbal position. Let
us therefore consider an alternative, nam ely, that -ti/-tu are (yes–no interrogative) affixes which m erge
directly in

IN FL ,

from

to

IN FL

that this is where they attach to the finite verb, and that the finite verb does not raise

COM P.

On such an analysis, nothing of note needs to be said about the clauses in (31) and

(32); in particular, the preverbal (pro)nom inal subjects can be derived in the usual way (m erger within
VP followed by raising to the canonical subject position and, in the case of the pronom inal in (31b) and
(32), phonological cliticisation onto the finite verb in

IN FL ).

In order to m aintain the parallel between -ti/-tu and ‘inverted’ subject proform s, let us further
follow Barbosa (2001) and assum e that the postposed proform s are sim ilarly affixes (although not
specifically yes–no interrogative affixes) which m erge directly in

IN FL ,

that this is where they attach to

the finite verb, and that the finite verb raises no further. There are two features of this analysis which
warrant discussion. The first is the idea that the verb does not raise from
m ovem ent to

COMP

IN FL .

This is relevant since

allows a spec–head checking configuration to be achieved between the finite verb

and a fronted operator, as set out above. If the verb rem ains in

IN FL ,

how does it check the operator?

Cyrille-Thom as (2002) suggests that a long-distance checking configuration is form ed involving, first, a

16. Goosse suggests that the structure with -ti is restricted to popular French, and in decline.
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spec–head configuration between the operator and (the em pty)
between

(33)

COMP

and (the finite verb in)

COMP

and, second, a head–head chain

IN FL :

[CP operator i [CN e i [IP subject [IN verb i . . . [VP . . . ti . . . ]]]]]
z----m
z--------_m
spec–

head-to-

head

head

This long-distance checking relationship between the finite verb and the operator has a direct
consequence for the local checking relationship between the finite verb and the canonical subject
position. According to the biuniqueness condition on checking, a given head cannot check two
separate specifiers from a single position. W here, as in English non-subject wh interrogatives, the
finite verb raises from
operator from

COM P.

IN FL

to

COM P,

this is unproblem atic: it checks the subject from

IN FL

In French, where, in ‘inverted’ contexts, the finite verb rem ains in

and the wh

IN FL ,

it is

predicted not to be able sim ultaneously to check both the subject and the wh operator:

a- Y -l
(34)

[CP operator i [CN e i [IP subject [IN verb i . . . [VP . . . ti . . . ]]]]]
z----m
z--------_m

Thus, if nothing else is said, CI as in (19b) and the exam ples in (31) and (32) are predicted — wrongly
— to be ungram m atical. I return to this below.
The prediction that the finite verb in

IN FL

cannot sim ultaneously check the subject and the

operator takes us neatly to the second issue which em erges from the revised analysis of PI, nam ely,
that, like the -tu/-ti m arkers discussed above, ‘inverted’ postverbal proform s are actually affixes, that
is, syntactic objects m erged directly in

IN FL

and therefore derivationally quite distinct from their

preverbal ‘equivalents’. This analysis has a num ber of m erits. First, the form al differences between the
preverbal subject proform s and their postverbal equivalents, illustrated in (24) to (30), are
unproblem atic.
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Second, CI, illustrated in (19b), where the ‘inverted subject proform ’ co-occurs with a regular
preverbal nom inal subject, can be explained. On the traditional view that the postverbal elem ent is a
regular subject, around which the finite verb has inverted, CI is som ething of a puzzle; on the revised
view that the postverbal elem ent is an affix, with no inversion, the puzzle disappears, and the
preverbal subject can be analysed in the regular way.
Third, while preverbal subject proform s co-distribute with preverbal nom inal subjects, the
postverbal elem ent in PI/CI does not:

(35)

a.

Jean/il est parti.

b.

Est-il/*Jean parti?

J./he is left

is-he/J. left

‘J./he left.’

‘Did he/J. leave?’

Fourth, the affix analysis explains why, in unm arked French not characterised by subject
doubling (see above), there is no ‘uninverted’ equivalent of CI, as shown in (36b) (cf. (36a)):

(36)

a.

Jean est-il parti?

b.

J. is-he left

*Jean il est parti.
J. he is left

‘Did J. leave?’

In other words, while the postverbal elem ent in PI/CI co-occurs with a preverbal nom inal subject (in
CI), the preverbal subject proform does not.
Fifth, while preverbal subject proform s can be om itted in a second conjunct, as in (37a), the
postverbal elem ent can not, as shown in (37b):

(37)

a. Il va au bar et (il) com m ande une bière.
he goes to.the bar and he orders a beer
‘He goes to the bar and orders a beer.’
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b. Va-t-il au bar et com m ande*(-t-il) une bière?
goes-he to.the bar and orders-he a beer
‘Is he going to the bar and ordering a beer?’

In distributional term s, then, there are clear reasons for analysing the ‘postverbal subject
proform ’ in PI/CI as an affixal agreem ent m arker. As for its function, a clue is provided by the
prediction, illustrated in (34), based on the biuniqueness condition on checking: their function is
precisely to solve the ‘problem ’ of the finite verb’s inability, from

IN FL ,

to check the subject while

sim ultaneously checking the operator; they are agreem ent m arkers licensed by the [Q ] feature (on
IN FL )

which (re-)endow

IN FL

with the ability to check the subject:

a-------l
(38)

[CP operator i [CN e i [IP subject [IN verb i- AFFIX . . . [VP . . . ti . . . ]]]]]
z----m
z--------_m

Consider the ungram m aticality of (39a, b):

(39)

a.

*Il est-il parti?
he is-he left

b.

*Jean est-Jean parti?
J. is-J. left

The status of (39b) is expected since a nom inal like Jean is an unlikely candidate for an agreem ent
affix. As for (39a), the situation is m ore subtle: if postverbal -il is an agreem ent affix which (re-)endows
IN FL

with the ability to license a regular preverbal subject, why can it not license one which is

pronom inal? The ungram m aticality of (39a) is particularly surprising when com pared with the
gram m aticality of (31b), and the picture is m ade even m ore intriguing by the contrast between (40a)
and (40b):
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(40)

a. pro est-il parti? (Unm arked French)

b. *pro est-tu prêt? (Picard, Québécois)

is-he left

is-tu ready

‘Did he leave?’

‘Is it ready?’

W hile -tu/-ti and the affixal agreem ent m arker both co-occur with preverbal nom inal subjects, as
shown in (31a) and (36a), they contrast when it com es to pronom inal subjects: -tu/-ti co-occurs with an
overt subject proform (31b) and (32), but not with a non-overt subject proform (40b); the affixal
agreem ent m arker co-occurs with a non-overt subject proform (40a), but not with an overt subject
proform (39a). W hy? French is a non-pro-drop language, and in the absence of a nom inal subject, a
preverbal subject clitic is necessarily present because of the inability of
of the subject. In PI, however,

IN FL

IN FL

to identify the ö features

bears an affixal agreem ent m arker, which is able to identify the ö

features of the subject. Thus, where the affixal agreem ent m arker is licensed, we expect pro-drop-like
behaviour, that is, the absence of an overt (non-LDed) preverbal subject and the presence of pro
instead.
The different behaviour of -ti/-tu with respect to licensing (non-)overt pronom inal subjects can
now be related to how it differs m orphologically from the postverbal agreem ent m arker (Taraldsen
2001: 172): while the postverbal elem ents found in PI/CI agree with the ö features of the subject, -ti/-tu
is invariant, suggesting that it is not endowed with ö features. The relevance of this is as follows: If
what allows an affixal agreem ent m arker to license a non-overt pronom inal subject is its m orphological
richness, then the im poverished m orphology of -ti/-tu is expected not to be a licenser, and to require
an overt subject proform , instead. I propose, therefore, that -ti/-tu is like the affixal agreem ent m arker
found in PI/CI in that it: (a) is an affix; (b) is licensed by the presence of [Q ] on
IN FL

IN FL
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; and (c) endows

with the ability to license the subject in canonical subject position. It differs from the affixal

agreem ent m arker in that it: (a) is devoid of ö features and m orphologically invariant; and (b) is
therefore unable to license a non-overt pronom inal subject. W hile -ti/-tu appears in certain varieties of
French only, and is in decline, its syntax is im portant because the analysis proposed provides support
for the analysis of the affixal agreem ent m arker found in PI/CI.

17. Indeed, given that -ti/-tu is restricted to yes–no interrogatives, and is not found in wh interrogatives,
the feature which licenses them m ust be m ore specific than [Q ].
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How m ight we now couch the syntax of ‘inverted pronom inal subjects’ within a cyclic spec–
head relationship? In Old French, interrogatives were m arked by m arked verb–subject word order:
(wh) + VS. Given that this inversion was possible with pronom inal and nom inal subjects alike, it was
presum ably the result of m ovem ent of the finite verb to

COM P.

Inversion com peted with clause-initial

est-ce que ‘is it that’, from the twelfth century onwards in wh interrogatives (wh + est-ce que + SV),
and in yes–no interrogatives around the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries (est-ce que + SV). Arguably
as a direct consequence of the availability of est-ce que, and of its unm arked pragm atics from the
fourteenth century onwards, inversion around a nom inal subject was lost in the sixteenth century. The
above analysis of PI suggests that the retention of inversion around a pronom inal subject was only
apparent, and that inversion (understood as m ovem ent of the finite verb to

COM P)

had at this point

been lost altogether (Rowlett 2007a: 6–7). From the perspective of a cyclic spec–head relationship,
the loss of pronom inal inversion m eans that the ‘inverted’ subject proform in PI shifted from being a
regular subject which raises to the canonical subject position, to being an affixal agreem ent m arker,
m erged directly on

IN FL .

This shift represents m ovem ent around the spec–head cycle. As for CI,

finally, the loss of inversion around a nom inal subject coincided with the rise (from the fifteenth to
seventh centuries) of the phenom enon, illustrated in (41a), of LDed subjects co-occurring with PI:

(41)

a.

Jean, est-il parti?
J. is-he left

b.

Jean est-il parti?
J is- AFF left

a, b: ‘Did J. leave?’

Reanalysis of the inverted subject proform as an affix opened the door to the reanalysis of the LDed
subject as a core-clause-internal phenom enon, with the concom itant loss of the ‘com m a’ intonation, as
in (41b) (cf. the relationship between (16a) and (16b)).

4. C O N TR IB U TIO N S

IN TH IS C O LLE C TIO N

I conclude with a brief introduction to the three other contributions to the collections. Richard Ingham ’s
‘NegP and negated constituent m ovem ent in the history of English’ approaches the notion of
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spec–head reanalysis from the perspective of the m ovem ent of three types of negated constituent in
the history of English, with each one related to the presence and function of a negative phrase (NegP)
within English clause syntax up to the early m odern period. The three kinds of m ovem ent Ingham is
interested in are (a) NegV1 in Old English (OE) and Early Middle English (EMidE), (b) Negative
Inversion, and (c) Neg Movem ent in Late Middle English (LMidE). NegV1 is the appearance in clauseinitial, pre-subject position of a negated finite verb, illustrated in (42a); Negative Inversion, which died
out and later returned in the history of English, is subject–verb inversion in the presence of a fronted
negative phrase, illustrated in (42b); Neg Movem ent is the m ovem ent of, for exam ple, a negative
direct object to a position interm ediate between an auxiliary verb and a lexical verb, illustrated in (42c):

(42)

a. [Ne gesom niu] ic gesom nunge heara.
NEG

(NegV1)

assemble I meetings them.GEN

‘I shall not assem ble their m eetings.’
b. [No prophet] will I trust.
c.

(Negative Inversion)

I m ay [no leysour] haue.

(Neg Movem ent)

I may no leisure have
‘I m ay have no leisure.’

Drawing on Zeijlstra’s (2004) suggestion that NegP is projected in clause structure in negativeconcord (NC) languages, only, Ingham explores the idea that som e negative-constituent m ovem ent
operations are related to the presence of NegP and, therefore, are only found in English during those
periods when English was an NC language. OE was a non-NC language, EMidE was an obligatorily
NC language, while in LMidE NC weakened and was eventually lost. Significantly, the m ove towards
NC in the late ninth century corresponds to the increasing regularity of NegV1, while the loss of NC in
the early sixteenth century corresponds to the loss of Neg Movem ent.
In ‘Jespersen’s Cycle in Arabic and Berber’ Christopher Lucas addresses the processes of
syntactic change underlying what look very m uch like Jespersen’s Cycle in Arabic and Berber, as
illustrated in (43) and (44) (* = reconstructed):
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(43)

a. *mâ fîh m uškila
NEG

b.

there.is problem

*mâ-fî-ši m uškila
NEG -there.is- NEG

c.

(Early spoken Arabic)

(North African m edieval Arabic dialects)
problem

fî-š(i) m uškila

(Palestinian Arabic)

there.is- NEG problem
a–c: ‘There is no problem .’

(44)

a. ur igle
NEG

(Tuareg Berber)

leave.PAST .3 M .SG

‘He didn’t leave.’
b.

ur iffip ša
NEG

exit.PAST .3 M .SG

(Tam azight Berber)
NEG

‘He didn’t go out.’

Lucas suggests that the innovation of a phrasal negator to reinforce the head negator in (43b) and
(44b) began in Arabic and only later spread to (the relevant varieties of) Berber via contact, rather than
vice versa. Two kinds of evidence are offered. First, the pattern in (44b) is characteristic of the north
(prim arily, but not exclusively, Morocco and Algeria), where Arabic–Berber bilingualism is widespread.
The pattern in (44a) is found further south, in Mali, Niger and Burkina Faso, where Arabic–Berber
bilingualism is not widespread, or else in southern Morocco, where bilingualism is with the Hòa ssaniyya
Arabic dialect which has not innovated a postverbal negator. Second, fragm ents of Old Berber in
m edieval docum ents suggest that Berber had not yet innovated a postverbal negator at a tim e when
Arabic m ost likely had.
David W illis’s ‘Specifier-to-head reanalyses in the com plem entizer dom ain: evidence from
W elsh’ looks at the diachrony of a spec–head relationship at the CP level. W illis argues that the
particles mi and fe, which introduce affirm ative (but not negative or interrogative) m ain (but not
subordinate) clauses in W elsh (a VSO language), illustrated in (45), are the result of reanalysing a
preverbal phrasal subject proform in SpecCP as a head CE elem ent:
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(45)

Mi/Fe welodd Dafydd y gêm .
PR T

see.PAST .3 SG D. the game

‘D. saw the gam e.’

Mi derives from a 1 SG and fe from a 3 SG .M subject proform , and after reanalysis as a com plem entiser
they were initially restricted to introducing clauses with the expected kind of subject. However, in
Modern W elsh the agreem ent requirem ent has been lost and either particle can introduce any subject
(with variation determ ined by dialectal and stylistic factors).
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